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Overview
 Exhibit Creation
 Physical exhibits
 Digital exhibits
 Challenges
 Benefits
 Lessons learned
 Hopes & dreams
Exhibit	Creation
What is a physical exhibit?
 Items	arranged	for	public	display
 Usually	in	gallery	or	museum	setting
 Focus	is	giving	context	 to	objects
By John Lennon's missing 1962 Gibson J-160E guitar in the exhibit - "Ladies and Gentlemen... the Beatles!" exhibit at LBJ Presidential Library, Austin, 
TX, 2015-06-10 10.42.09.jpg: Lauren Gerson Uploaded to Flickr by: LBJ Foundation   derivative work: Clusternote [CC BY 3.0 
(http://creativecommons.org /lice nses/by/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
Physical Exhibits at USU
 5/6	major	exhibits	per	year,	handful	minor	exhibits	+	traveling	exhibits
 3	exhibit	locations	in	library
 Exhibit	Committee	:	
 8	members
 Representatives	from	variety	of	departments
 Graphic	designer
Physical Exhibit Workflow
Exhibits can take between 9 weeks and a year to prepare
Planning elements include:
 Development of  the exhibit concepts, including 
themes, content, and design elements:
 Arranging for professional photography, graphic design 
work, promotional material
 Obtaining external funding through granting agencies 
or private donations.
 Securing one-time non-commercial use of  copyrighted 
visual materials
 Arranging for essays by scholars/specialists.
 Editing and proof-reading of  all content (promotional 
material, gallery labels, etc.)
 Matting, framing, staging material and creating 
displays
Physical Exhibit Workflow
 The physical production and 
installation of the exhibition is a 
team effort; however, the primary 
responsibility for completion, on 
schedule, of all prep and installation 
tasks is with the curator(s).
What is a digital exhibit?
 Electronic	or	digital	 	objects	arranged	for	public	display
 Not	the	same	as	digitizing	and	putting	items	"online”
 Presented	online	or	in	a	“virtual”	space
 Focus	is	on	giving	context	to	objects
Complimentary partners
Physical Exhibits Digital Exhibits
Allow patrons to see original objects Allow distance patrons to see exhibit, even if  
they can’t attend in person
In-person connection to material Virtual representation of  physical space
Limited time of  access can motivate patrons 
to attend
No time restraints on access, archive exhibit 
for long-term
Displays representative sample of  material Displays representative sample with direct 
means to access rest of  material
Focus on specific portions of  items (page) can 
pre-empt exposure to rest of  material
Access whole item (all pages of  a book) 
without exposing material
Physical interaction with material possible Virtual interaction with material possible
Digital Exhibit Examples
after a physical exhibit
http://exhibits.lib.usu.edu/exhibits/show/jacklondon
Digital Exhibit Examples
in conjunction with a physical exhibit
http://exhibits.lib.usu.edu/exhibits/show/yearofwater
Digital Exhibit Examples
independent of  a physical exhibit
http://exhibits.lib.usu.edu/exhibits/show/stannesretreat
Challenges
Challenges:
 The time between 
exhibit projects can 
lead to information 
loss:
 Curators/staff 
departures
 Meaningful 
documentation 
Creating a digital exhibit after a physical exhibit
Challenges:
 Physical exhibit prep is 
chaotic in the days or 
hours leading up to the 
exhibit opening.
 Press releases go out 
before the exhibit 
opening/go live date.
 Digital exhibit cannot 
mirror the physical 
exhibit.
Creating a digital exhibit in conjunction 
with a physical exhibit


http://exhibits.lib.usu.edu/exhibits/show/yearofwater/irrigation-engineering
Benefits
Benefits:
 Exhibit layout and main content are already 
finalized/organized
 All material has already been identified
 More attention from curators in the development of 
digital exhibit
 Images of the physical exhibit can be displayed in a gallery 
within the digital exhibit 
Creating a digital exhibit after a physical exhibit
http://exhibits.lib.usu.edu/exhibits/show/yearofwater/physicalexhibit
 Patrons:
 Those that want to dig deeper into the material
 Those that cannot visit the physical exhibit
 Promotion:
 Joint promotional efforts for the physical and digital 
exhibits
 Promotion of the digital exhibit WITHIN the physical 
exhibit
Creating a digital exhibit in conjunction with a physical exhibit
Benefits: 
Lessons Learned
 Continual outreach to staff:  
 Culture of the exhibit process
 Training with staff  who are very familiar with physical 
exhibit creation but unfamiliar with digital exhibits
 Keep reminding them that you are there and need to be 
updated on any changes to the physical exhibit content
 Have them review the digital exhibit before it goes live
 Timing of promotional materials
https://library.usu.edu/news_and_events/spot_light.php?anchor=211
More Lessons Learned
 Provide the context for your digital exhibit
 Photograph the physical exhibit
 Physical and digital exhibits cannot be mirror images 
of one another
 Include more images and text in the digital exhibit 
than what is contained in the physical exhibit


http://exhibits.lib.usu.edu/exhibits/show/yearofwater/beginning
Hopes & Dreams
 Make physical exhibits more interactive with digital 
exhibits 
 Integrate smartphone capabilities into physical exhibit (ex. 
QR on exhibit panel so patrons can view more of an item or 
associated material )
 Computers terminals available near physical exhibit to 
explore the digital exhibit or associated digital collections
 Allow for user-contributed content to digital exhibits (ex. 
“tell your story” features, add photos, video, etc.)
 Integrate with social media capabilities
Resources
 Want to build a digital exhibit with Omeka?
 Omeka Exhibit Building Tutorial: 
http://www.libraryworkflowexchange.org/2015/10/28/ome
ka-exhibit-building-tutorial/
 Omeka Exhibit Buildling YouTube Tutorial (by Macalester 
College): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-S6I7uWJPA
 Uploading Metadata and Digital Files to Omeka tutorial: 
http://www.libraryworkflowexchange.org/2015/06/18/uplo
ading-metadata-and-digital-files-to-omeka/
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